Nowadays, architects are facing the challenge of proliferation of stakeholder requirements for preserving and ensuring the effectiveness of the software, by using software evolution as a key solution. Hence, in terms of landscaping evolution space there is a great need to define the thinking on which efforts to deal with this issue have been based. In this paper, we propose a framework for software architecture evolution taxonomy based on four structural dimensions. This framework could both position existing evolution models in the field and highlight gray areas for the future. Mapping over framework dimensions, a set of quality factors and an investigation including 67 studies are performed to assess the proposals. The results contain a number of relevant findings, including the need to improve software architecture evolution by accommodating predictable changes as well as promoting the emergence of operating mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, there is no doubt that software development is facing a cumbersome process of handling or modeling the inevitable evolution within open systems. Software architecture is a combination of a set of architectural elements and their interconnections which are unified to satisfy design requirements. However, the architecture should adhere to the changes required by the various stockholders in order to avoid system erosion (Perry and Wolf, 1992) and to meet their different goals. Thereby, software architecture must evolve as a systematic result of increased concern about the environment (Jazayeri, 2005) . Consequently, evolution should be planned in the early phases of modeling the software. These requirements have in turn stimulated and challenged researchers to develop new approaches for dealing with the architecture evolution topic. Despite this widespread interest, few studies on architecture evolution taxonomy have been found in literature. Therefore, there is a clear need to bring structure into the software architecture domain to better landscape the wide array of research devoted to covering this field. This kind of study is vital for both categorization of the existing works and highlighting gaps that may provide new trends for the future. This paper refers to some of the most significant of these. First, (Buckley et al., 2005) adopt a complementary way of thinking to position a taxonomy of software change using a non-exhaustive set of factors inherent to mechanisms used to evolve systems. These factors are categorized into two nonseparate sets of: dimensions as characterizing and influencing factors. Meanwhile, in (Breivold et al., 2012) , the authors identified five main categories of themes based substantially on research topics to conduct an investigation of 82 research papers. A set of specific characteristics is provided with a view to refine each category to subcategories reflecting a common specification on research focus, research concepts and context. The proposed overview does not mention an explicit framework for the proposed taxonomy but presents significant descriptions of many relevant studies for software evolution. However, a recent study (Ahmad et al., 2014) has identified six research themes of evolution reuse knowledge by investigating a set of existing methods, techniques and solutions either for systematic application or for empirical acquisition of architectural knowledge. The proposed thematic classification is focused on both time of evolution (design or runtime) and type of evolution (change execution or change mining) for reuse knowledge. The lack of existing studies on characterization of architectural evolution provide much scope for new thinking about classifying the existing works (Chaki et al., 2009) . The aim of the paper is threefold: (i) to provide a conceptual framework by addressing major concerns (what, why, who, how and when) about the evolution of software architecture, (ii) to identify the main taxonomy classes which could assist in both landscaping the field and highlighting gray areas, (iii) to identify a set of expected quality criteria which can elucidate the quality criteria focus for each evolution mechanism. Our motivations are driven by the need to promote synergy between the various existing mechanisms throughout the software evolution field. However, we attempt to find a simple and effective arrangement of approaches which may serve, subsequently, as a standard for evolution. To carry out this study, a set of 67 selected papers have been classified into broad categories and then utilized according to the experimental software engineering guidelines (Wohlin et al., 2012) . The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section two introduces the dimensions of evolution which draw the conceptual framework and the structure of the evolution taxonomy. The third section is devoted to presenting a brief definition of qualitative expectations for an evolution model. Section four conducts a proposal assessment to establish a more holistic understanding of our proposals. The last section recapitulates our major findings and discusses implications for further research.
TAXONOMIC FRAMEWORK
A taxonomic framework should be regarded rather as a tool which provides meaningful benchmarks for both coverage of the current state of the art and suppositions to guide new trends.
Framework for Software Evolution
By answering certain questions about: what, why, who, how and when does software architecture evolve? we can substantially identify the following four dimensions throughout the current studies: levels (who?), object (where?), type (what?) and the operating mechanism (how?) of evolution (OME in the following).
Levels of Evolution
This dimension emphasizes the importance of addressing architecture over one or several hierarchical levels (Amirat et al., 2011) . This entails considering distinctively the modeling and abstraction levels during the evolution process as follows: (i) Modeling level (M 0 to M 3 )-is an abstract representation of the structure and behavior of a system with a view to provide a line of reasoning related to the system considered (Bézivin, 2003) ; changes can be performed in one or more of these levels (e.g. each instance's manipulation is at a lower modeling level for the class concept). (ii) Abstraction level (a 0 to a n )-is used to address complex problems by defining appropriate levels of abstraction for relegation of irrelevant details to a lower level with a view to restrict the semantic information (Oussalah et al., 2014 ) (e.g. refining classes to subclasses would be helpful and effective measures for designers).
Object of Evolution
Means the subject on which the evolution is operated. Object can be:(i) Artifact-an abstraction of any element belonging to the architectural structure (architecture, component, service...), for example, when a change is performed on a component port of an architecture (user interface, shared variable, ...), the evolution is basically made on the artifact itself (component). (ii) Process-an abstraction of all isolated or combined operations or methods to be applied to a process, e.g. installation of a new strategy in terms of rules and constraints.
Operating Mechanism of Evolution (OME)
Outline the fashion in which an object of evolution is involved over the different hierarchical levels considered during the evolution of the architecture. Two main operating mechanisms can be identified according to (Brooks, 1989) : (i) Reduce-Brooks defines the "reductionist" approach as a "classical" approach to problem solving whereby the overall resolution task is decomposed into subtasks. During this reductionist evolution, the operating mechanism goes through a pre-defined evolution path, until the solution is satisfied (evolved model) (e.g. the evolution of classes impacts the instances). Distinctions can be made in terms of three major cases: (a) the reduction operating mechanism can involve several modeling levels (Modeling level reduce) or only one modeling level either over (b) several abstraction levels(Inter-abstraction level reduce) or also only (c) one abstraction level (Intra-abstraction level reduce).
(ii) Emergence-In contrast, during an "emergentist" evolution approach, the activity builds the path to a solution. Indeed, the emergence exposes a passage between the activity of "micro-level" and that of "macro-level" (e.g. categorization of classes in superclasses). Modeling level emergence, inter-abstraction level emergence and intra-abstraction level emergence are identified in the same way as by the reduce Evolution Taxonomy for Software Architecture Evolution Figure 1 : Operating mechanism across hierarchical levels. OME ( Fig. 1 ).
Type of Evolution
This dimension is commonly used throughout the software taxonomy (Williams and Carver, 2010 )(Ahmad et al., 2014) (Buckley et al., 2005) but with different perceptions. The first embodies the behavioral aspect of maintainability according to type of maintenance. Meanwhile, the second type of evolution focuses on the development environment being used during the evolution (static, dynamic or load-time). In this light, the evolution type has to be considered from two relevant perspectives to achieve a reasonable assessment. The first concerns a technical view which applies the notion of maintainability (corrective, perfective, adaptive and preventive). For the sake of simplicity, this paper employs the following well known categories: corrective, perfective and adaptive (Swanson, 1976 ). The second perception adopts an architectural viewpoint which mainly considers architecture as an artifact of evolution (Chaki et al., 2009 ). It expresses the reason for supporting and conducting software changes whether after (curative) or before (predictable) software delivery, regardless of the technical type used. (i) Curative-ensures that when new requirements arise unpredictably or were poorly defined or even unspecified during the life cycle, the environment will help to correct, perfect and adapt them by integrating the desired changes. Usually, the curative type depends on the nature of problem that is being addressed, mainly in relation to its context and the resource deployed, and often is applied in an ad-hoc manner as problems arise.
(ii) Predictable-ensures that evolution requirements are taken into account during the analysis phase and specified during the design. These requirements are specified at an earlier stage of the design process and define all anticipated changes allowed using any technical types for evolution. The latter can be divided into two main categories depending on the architects view: according to the predefinition of the final architecture (Chaki et al., 2009 ) and depending on the continuity of the evolved architecture (Oussalah et al., 1999). The first category emphasizes two types of evolution: (a) Open evolution-means a deduction, from an initial architecture, of a new architecture reflecting a system solution in which a set of invariants and constraints are respected. (b) Closed evolutionthe final architecture is considered as a premise. This evolution consists of performing a valid sequence of operations which, once they are applied to architecture, lead without any ambiguity to the final architecture. This involves oriented knowledge construction and requires a greater capacity of conceptual thinking. The second category provides two kinds of evolution: (c) Evolution with break-means that interventions are applied directly to the initial architecture without having the ability to go back on the trace of the made evolution (e.g.
evolution by extensibility (open white box), changes are performed directly on codes). (d)
Evolution with seamless-denotes an evolution with trace where the architecture keeps a trace of its initial properties and operations performed before each evolving operation. Such continuity is ensured by the backup of the applied operation sequences (e.g. in versioning technique, operations undertaken on versions are imperatively stored, which in turn preserves the evolution history). In fact, open or closed types of evolution can be either with break or seamless (Fig. 2 ).
Evolution Taxonomy
The taxonomy allows presentation of the whole solution space of architecture evolution. The proposed taxonomy is based successively on the OME dimension and on the modeling and abstraction levels of the architecture affected during the evolution activity.
During evolution process, each OME (reduce or emergent) can either impacts at least two modeling levels of the architecture (modeling levels) or preserving the same modeling level. In such case, the OME should be specified whether it concerns different abstraction levels (inter-Abstraction) or simply evolved within the same level of abstraction (intra-abstraction). Thereby, the evolution taxonomy is structured around six classes for software architecture evolution, as follows: Intra-abstraction Level Reduce Oriented Evolution (class 1)-The OME consists of evolving one or more architectural elements, of an architecture sited at a defined modeling level, within the same abstraction level (e.g. modification of one or more component properties of an architecture). Inter-abstraction Level Reduce Oriented Evolution (class 2)-The OME consists of evolving one or more architectural elements sited at a defined modeling level, from their associated abstraction level to the lower abstraction levels (e.g. evolution of class impacts several sub-classes). Modeling Level Reduce Oriented Evolution (class 3)-The OME consists of evolving one or more architectural elements on a downward modeling path i.e. from their initial modeling level to the lower modeling levels (e.g. evolution of classes impacts instances). Intra-abstraction Level Emergence Oriented Evolution (class 4)-The OME consist of emerging one or more architectural elements, of an architecture sited at a defined modeling level, within the same abstraction level (e.g. categorization of classes by creating a superclass). Inter-abstraction Level Emergence Oriented Evolution (class 5)-The OME consists of emerging one or more architectural elements, belonging to one defined modeling level, from their associated abstraction level up to the higher abstraction levels (e.g. aggregation of classes in one class). Modeling Level Emergence Oriented Evolution (class 6)-The OME of evolution consists, on upward path, of emerging one or more architectural elements from their associated modeling level to the higher modeling levels (e.g. creation of new classes to deal with differences on multiple instances).
QUALITY EXPECTATION FOR AN EVOLUTION MODEL
Expectancy indicates that better effort will result in better performance (Vroom, 1964) . Qualitative expectancy assumes that researchers have reasons for favoring one set of conscious criteria over others. Indeed, an architectural evolution model is operated to satisfy a set of subjective factors to achieve some valid goals. We are focused on devising a set of quality criteria for a new evolution approach. We have estimated that these are the minimum expected according to an architectural point of view. However, these criteria must not be interpreted as a restriction on quality factors but rather as the common specific criteria for our topic. Therefore, according to (Oussalah et al., 1999) , an evolution approach must be: (i) enunciated to better provide a thorough behavior for the changes, (ii) expressed to better outline the development and refinement characteristics of the desired model, and finally, (iii) evaluated from the fact that the evolution model provides a set of quality appraisal criteria aimed to estimate the relevance of the model comparatively to a goal commitment. Thus, quality expectancy can be structured into three capacities: Q n , Q x and Q v respectively for the enunciation, expressiveness and evaluation capacities. Furthermore, a model of evolution can be evaluated to indicate its representativeness expectancy, which means the percentage to which the evolution quality has met the expected quality criteria. These percentages can be used as an indicator tool for assessing the evolution quality of a model.
Enunciation Capacity
Enunciation is formalized in terms of criteria to: formulate, manage the impacts of changes and keep track between the starting model (before changes) and the final model. This capacity encompasses criteria of: Formulation of evolution (F)-which reflects the level of evolution visibility in terms of applying operators to cause the initial architecture to evolve. Impact management of the evolution (I)-means the result due to the change of an architectural element of the model in terms of influence on the other elements. Traceability (T)-formalizes the model's ability to keep track of the sequence of evolution operations applied for changing an initial architecture. The enunciation capacity (Q n ) can be expressed through a parametric equation given by:
Where parameter p is the degree of parameterization for criterion. Coefficients a, b and c are the associated weights by which we can establish a hierarchical order of preference between criteria.
Model Expressiveness Capacity
This capacity indicates what this model is actually capable of describing regarding the evolution of architecture. Modeling level (M)-appoints the different modeling levels affected during the OME. It can be flat trend in the case of an evolution on the same modeling level, otherwise it affects different modeling levels to achieve the result. Abstraction level (A)-defines the degree of refinement within an evolution in terms of the internal architecture details during the reuse time. These details are presented in a white, gray or black box. Expressiveness mode (E)-reflects the chosen representation to express the model evolution. This criterion focuses on accuracy and simplicity of expression and offers more semantics to enable reuse. Operating mode (O)-prescribes the mode of reasoning by which the evolution is managed. This can be done by deduction or by induction or by classification. Domain (D)-represents the scope covered by the solution of the evolution model. In fact, a generic domain means that multiple situations are likely to adopt this solution without giving details of their execution. In counterpart, the specific domain provides a further investment of multiple aspects of details to enable the architecture to evolve. The expressiveness capacity can be expressed by:
Quality Evaluation Capacity of an Evolution Model
The third dimension reflects the ability to measure the capacities of the model to assess its quality, through: Re-usability (R)-represents the degree of re-use given by a model of evolution. Adaptability (A)-expresses the ability to control and enable an evolution model to be adapted dynamically. Performance (P)-defines the faculty of the model to make the desired changes by optimizing time, cost, space and speed ratios. Support of evolution (S)-describes if the evolution model has an predefined or implemented tools for the used evaluation mechanism. The evaluation capacity can be formulated as:
Application Example: For the simplicity of understanding the example, some assumptions are made: (i) for handling criteria values, numerics 1, 0.5 and 0 are assigned respectively to explicit, implicit and not recognized criteria, (ii) the common associated weights used in each equation such as a, b ,c, .., d have been set to 1, (iii) parameters p-are considered equivalent for simplicity of calculation, thus equal values have been assigned to each one of them, and (iv) representativeness ratio is in the range of three intervals: 0 ≤ weak < 1/3 ≤ medium < 2/3 ≤ high ≤ 1. Prospection of the paper by (Oussalah et al., 2006) led to the following criteria results: enunciation capacity (F=1, I=1, T=0), expressiveness capacity (M=1, A=0.5, E=1, O=1, D=1) and evaluation quality capacity (R=1, A=1, P=1, S=0). Then applying equations (1), (2), (3) results: 
PROPOSAL ASSESSMENT
Substantially, selection of papers focused on: (i) papers studying either a software architecture evolution or software engineering evolution thematic, or both of these, and (ii) according to two potential criteria: first, papers used within other classifications research, and second, well known papers using the indicator cited index paper. The preparation of the review was done through devising a prospective study sheet in accordance with (Wohlin et al., 2012) . Once the appropriate information had been gathered, calculations were conducted as shown in the previous example. Afterward, representativeness expectancy was assessed and studies with a weak expectancy were removed. Finally, 67 selected papers were selected that to the best of our knowledge are the most representative studies in the field.
Evolution Mechanism Categories
In order to provide clarification and therefore wider understanding of the proposed taxonomy, the selected papers were divided into five thematic categories to reflect the broadest range of well known mechanisms for dealing with evolution. Each category includes mechanisms that share conceptually low close reflections regardless of the technique used for modeling (static or dynamic):
(i) Evolution Change-based Approaches (Gottlob et al., 1996) (Bengtsson et al., 2004 ) (Oreizy et al., 1999 )-encompass work related to: (i) Maintainability-reflects changes into software after its implementation, (ii) Modifiability-describes the architectures ability to be changed in response to changes due to the environment or stockholder requirements or functional specifications, and (iii) Selfchanges-comprise automation in computing which refers to execution of important computing operations. It includes: automatic computation, selfmanagement, self-organization, self-adaptive.
(ii) Evolution Algorithmic-based Approaches (Engel and Browning, 2008) (Wermelinger and Fiadeiro, 2002) -include all reflections for improving software architecture by providing simple structures, dealing with similarity of objects. It contains mechanisms of categorization, reorganization, incremental approaches and refactoring.
(iii) Evolution Trace-based Approaches (Cicchetti et al., 2008 ) (Herrmannsdoerfer et al., 2009 )-includes mechanisms where traceability is seen as a key insight for evolution to promote consistency and compliance. This category encompasses mechanisms related to: migration, co-evolution, versioning and view-point.
(iv) Evolution Transformation based Approaches (Zhao et al., 2007) (Engels and Heckel, 2000) -include mechanisms wherein changes are applied using one or more transformation rules for transforming or verifying or validating models (Mens and Van Gorp, 2006) . Model driven architecture approaches and graph-transformation approaches are approaches dealing with such topics.
(v) Evolution style based approaches )(Le Goaer et al., 2010)-designate high-level modeling approaches, using architectural style for modeling the evolution. Evolution-styles help to specify the basic structure to evolve in software architecture.
Results and Discussion
Results are discussed according to: (i) Framework Dimensions: Investigated papers were compared to the framework using the representativeness percentage, which represents the quotient of the number of explicit and implicit (weighted) expressions of criteria relatively to the total number of papers within a category. Afterwards, percentages were reported in the Table 1 , in which: Explicitly, overall the studied evolution mechanisms focus on: (i) the artifact as an object of evolution with more than 70%, to the detriment of the process object, which remains a very promising direction (minus 30%), par- ticularly because the process is usually considered as a dynamic specification of the artifact, without neglecting that the artifact provides an advantageous alternative through UML modeling specifications, (i) abstraction level has attracted less interest (nearly 33%) from the evolution community for the reason that it overlaps with the modeling level concept, (iii) the "Reduce" OME is the most covered, scoring more than 89% as against 11% for the "Emergent", mainly due to the developer opting for rigorous mathematical reasoning based on a formal logic, which favors the deduction process, and (iv) technical type (55%) is relatively better represented than architectural type. The study has also found an overwhelming rate for the "Predictable" type (97%), absolutely justified by the rough dynamicity of the environment and the instability of stakeholder requirements at the different modeling levels, with an advantage for the "Open" type of more than 70%. In addition, the study indicates that almost 80% of the selection are devoted to corrective and perfective typology. It should furthermore be noted that adaptability produced a low representation percentage (less than 20%), mainly due to the difficulty of dynamic evolution at the design-time.
(ii) Evolution Taxonomy: Evolution mechanisms were ranked according to the suggested taxonomy with the aim of assessing the cover achieved by each category of mechanisms and to deduce the least considered taxonomy classes. By using the percentage of representativeness in the same way as described previously, Table 2 displays the different hedging of each mechanism and clarifies that existing studies have fostered the modeling-level reduce oriented evolution class (class 3), with trace-based approaches being the most significant in 68% of the work. The 14% of studies in intra-abstraction level reduce oriented evolution (class 1) is justified by the presence of techniques supporting quality, assessment, and analysis at the architectural level. Classification of the selection reveals a Table 2 : Class percentages of evolution taxonomy.
C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6 14.93 5.97 68.66 5.96 1.49 2.99 significant shortage in research focusing on the emergence OME. (iii) Quality Expectancy: This evaluation can rule on potential strengths and weaknesses of each category of the architectural evolution mechanisms. Table 3, which presents the percentage of representativeness of a quality criterion across all the studied papers, shows that for the studied models the appropriateness of the measurement formulation capacity for the enunciation dimension is the most respected aspect in terms of the fact that all the selected works were revised and published. Traceability capacity had the weakest representation, possibly because of the priority that approaches attach to finding a new solution. Regarding the expressiveness capacities, all modeling levels were covered, from the lowest level (M 0 ) to the meta-modeling level(M 2 ). However, a weak separation between modeling and abstraction levels was formulated (almost 32%). Expressiveness mode, operating mode and domain applicability are strongly expressed criteria in the studied models. In addition, evaluation criteria are considered in a less rigorous manner in the selection, by which we deduce that the field of architectural evolution has not yet reached a sufficient level of saturation and maturity to focus primarily on quality evaluation. Nevertheless, the research displays more consideration of re-usability criterion, and to a lesser extent of adaptability and performance criteria, while the support of quality assessment tools proposed by approaches remains a very promising track. Table 4 sets out the representativeness percentage of the expected qualitative capacities for each evolution mechanism. On this basis, the main findings are as follows: (i) the transformation based approaches present the higher enunciation ratio in comparison to the other categories, due essentially to its great ability for traceability and formalization, (ii) the algorithmic-based approaches focus largely on criteria related to expressiveness capac- ity through the operating and expressiveness modes, domain of specification and modeling level identification, and (iii) throughout all categories, there is insufficient representation of quality evaluation capacity which denotes slightly higher representation of change based and style-based approaches.
CONCLUSION
The first goal of this study was to devise a framework for software architecture evolution. This framework attempts to provide a structural organization which, while far from considering qualitative specifications, is organized in four main dimensions: levels, object, type and operation mechanism of evolution. The evolution taxonomy, as a second goal, offers a landscape of what was being done and what remains to be done. It has unveiled a lack of emergence approaches. The third goal was to deal with the real challenge of achieving representativeness of a given evolution model in the field. The paper recapitulated a large number of quality criteria crucial to evaluation of effectiveness of the effort-making in terms of devising a model that meets the quality expectations. The latter were arranged into the following three important capacities: enunciation, expressiveness and quality evaluation. The results shows that criteria related to expressiveness are often given more weight as opposed to enunciation and evaluation quality. Likewise, our study limitation relates to the estimation of qualitative criteria either in terms of assigning a particular value for each criterion (explicit and implicit) or in terms of adopting an equal weight value for parameters over all criteria. Thus, we believe that the conceptual framework that we have presented could be applied in future studies to: (i) determine the appropriate evolution approach according to the criteria that seem the most relevant, (ii) highlight how the quality criteria of an evolution approach would influence its representativeness, and (iii) provide guidance in particular research fields, such as the study of emergent operating mechanisms. Moreover, future studies could use the proposed framework to explore many of the research papers investigated by previous taxonomic studies in the software engineering domain. In this light, it would be invaluable to provide a metaclassification which could be instantiated according to the field specialization.
